
Eggenalm via Weißenstein

HIKING TOUR

Great hike on beautiful paths and climbs. Wonderful panorama of the surrounding mountains of the Alps. Good physical 
condition required!

Starting point
Blindau car park

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
13.6 kilometres 

duration:
05:40 hours


maximum altitude:
1562 meters 

minimum altitude:
718 meters


altitude difference:
920 ascending 

altitude difference:
435 descending

From the starting point, follow path no. 17 in the direction of the Klausenbergalm.

First on a small path on the edge of the forest behind the houses in Blindau. At the children's playground, turn left to the 
Klausenbergalm or 200m below the playground the way over the Klausenbachklamm to the Klausenbergalm. At the Alm 
after the border crossing, follow the signs to Weißenstein, Neualm and Straubinger Haus (Eggenalm) on the left.

Klausenbergalm, Weißenstein and Neualm are not managed. The way back leads over the Eggenalm area on path no. 15 to 
the Oberen Hemmersuppenalm (part of the Premiumweg Almgenuss) past alpine pastures, St- Anna's Chapel and finally 
to the Hindenburghütte restaurant.

The chargeable bus to Blindau can be used from the Hindenburghütte. Please note the operating times! If you walk to the 
starting point on hiking trail no.16, you have to plan an additional 1.5 hours and a further 550 m downhill.

Arrival by car

Coming from Munich or Salzburg on the Munich - Salzburg motorway (A8 to Grabenstätt exit no. 109), continue towards 
Marqartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road (B305) to Reit im Winkl. (Fellhornweg, 832432 Reit im 
Winkl.)

Drive from the village in the direction of Ruhpolding. After approx. 1 km turn in the direction of Blindau, approx. 1 km to 
the parking lot: -Fellhornweg, 83242 Reit im Winkl.



Coming from Munich or Innsbruck on the Rosenheim - Innsbruck motorway (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit 59). On to 
Walchsee, Kössen and Reit im Winkl. Drive from the village in the direction of Ruhpolding. After approx. 1 km turn in the 
direction of Blindau, approx. 1 km to the parking lot: -Fellhornweg, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

 

Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!). With the RVO bus line 9505.

Bus stop directly at the tourist information office.

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station with the RVO line 9506. Bus stop Tourist - Information
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